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EV Infrastructure Market


profile.

Most existing technologies for electric-grid-aware
charging control of electric vehicles require twoway communication between the electric utility
company and the end-user.



In the United States, approximately, $1.5 Billion is
likely to be invested in the development of EV
charging infrastructure by 2020.



In Europe, more than 9 countries’ governments
will

collectively

invest

above

€200

Million

(annually) to install public and private EV charging


infrastructure by 2020.

Looking for a Development Partner

In China, an estimate suggests 12,000 public
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charging and 4.5 Million charge points totalling in

technology development and next step is to focus on

investments of $19 Billion is expected to be spent.

hardware implementation and field test.

Competitive Advantage

Patent Protection
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A patent US9616763 covers this technology and
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